Case Study

Avanti Apartments • Peak Management
TO START
Overall the client wanted a unique brochure
with a classy finish and unique fold that
would represent their new luxury apartment
building. We met with the client and reviewed
various selections from their competitors and
established layout styles they liked.

AVANTI Proposal

DEVELOPMENT
After research and development we presented
a proposal with several ideas. The proposal
included, among other details, a unique folder
with stepped inserts, an iron cross fold and a
square brochure with an angle fold.
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PRESENTATION FOLDER
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AVANTI Proposal
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INSERTS

Business card

The design and content would be clean and
modern with a focus on summarizing the
high-end features of their new apartments.

Welcome Card
• Square 4x4” card
• Introduction to the new location

Presentation Folder:
• 6x9” folder
• Angle cut
• BC slit
This packet most closely follows the Enclave
folder you showed us. We thought this was
a nice size that provides a user-friendly but
high-end feel. We wanted to emulate the
Peak/Avanti brand with the sharp angle and
thought it might be nice to see the business
card right up front.

Brochure
• 5x7” with short fold
• Highlights Amenities and Features
Neighborhood one-sheet
• 5.5x8.5” sheet
• Introduction to the area/neighborhood
• Map highlighting local conveniences

Business card

WELCOME

Please note: colors and design are not final. This is
just a mock-up of overall layout concept.
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FINISHED PRODUCT
The customer selected the square brochure with
the angle fold. The unique angle on the inside
allowed for a structure that truly invites the user
to explore the brochure. It is a simple touch but it
provides a very custom look and feel.
The design is modern and the panels were
used to highlight the four main categories
that supported their theme of luxury living
(distinctive, comfortable, convenient and
efficient).
The brochure has been an excellent selling point
for the client and successfully achieves a
high-end look to promote their luxury
apartments.

